2. Apron thickness to be 8" minimum.
3. Cross gutter thickness to be 8" minimum.
4. Class "C" concrete.
5. Place 6" base under entire spandrel area.
6. Weakened plane joints to be constructed at 1/4 points on 25' radius spandrels, and at 1/4 points on 35' radius spandrels.
7. Construct weakened plane joint(s) per standard #208 at midpoint of cross gutters less than 40' long, or at 1/4 points of cross gutters of 40' or longer.
8. This portion of spandrel and cross gutter shall have an additional 8 inches of class "B" concrete.
9. Construct expansion joint per standard #208.
10. Construct weakened plane joint per standard #208.
11. Construct cross gutter per standard #231.